
  

What is it?
   From Wikipedia:
      Computes and publishes reputation scores for a set of 
      service providers, services, goods or entities within a 
      community or domain, based on a collection of opinions 
      that other entities hold about the objects

      A reputation center uses a reputation algorithm to compute 
      dynamically the reputation scores based on received ratings

      Reputation is a sign of trustworthiness

      Reputation is an important part of vulnerability assessment

   Examples:
      Reddit
         Social networking news, entertainment, news

         Users vote content up or down

         Has a dubious history due to moderator freedom to choose
         content and its rather activist oriented membership
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What is it?
   Examples:
      Google Search PageRank Algorithm
         Measures the importance of websites
         Depends on quality and number of links to the page
         Quality depends on, e.g., the reputation of the author 

                                                                 There is one link to C                     
                                                                 but it is from a high
                                                                 quality site

                                                                 % is the likelihood that
                                                                 a person clicking links
                                                                 randomly will arrive
                                                                 at the page
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What is it?
   Examples:
      TrustPilot
         Danish reputation database for businesses
         A score of 10/10 means a business has complete
             customer satisfaction
         Any user can post a review
         Has had problems with competitors posting fake reviews

      Rotten Tomatoes
         Opinions of hundreds of film and television critics 
         Measurement of trust in movie and TV programming quality
         Percentage of professional critic reviews that are positive 
            for a given film or television show. 
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What is it?
   Examples:
      Yelp
         Reputation database for products and services
         Each Yelp star affects sales by 5-9%
         But 20% of reviews in 2014 were fake! - WSJ

      US News
              https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/rankings/crime-and-corrections/corrections 
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What Are Necessary Features?
      Message authenticity, integrity, confidentiality
         The source of the reputation information must be credible
         The information must not be tampered with on the way
         nor leaked to others
      Tamper-proofing and availability
         Design should prevent tampering and info always visible
      Identity management
         Multiple identities should not be exploited to increase
         reputation.  Multiple identities can be allowed but
         reputation must then be managed accordingly to 
         prevent misleading results
      Reputation rating depends on context
         Simple example: a seller’s high cost sales are considered
         to be in a context that is different from low cost sales.
         Difficult to define context in a general way.
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What Are Necessary Features?
      Persistent evaluation of recommendation credibility
         Information is constantly being added and subtracted
         and misinformation is possible due to human lies, or 
         implementation errors etc.
      Proper correlation of past history with prediction 
         Reputation should change right away when new
         Transactions are not consistent with history.
         A good reputation should be protected from misinformation
         One-time “accidents” probably should not cause a change
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What Are Reputation System Vulnerabilities?
      Message vulnerability
         Messages in transit may be attacked – mitigated
         by encryption, integrity, authenticity
         Yikes – what if the attack is via a mediator? 
         PKI-based schemes are commonly used in systems to 
         protect messages in transit.   A requester sends its public 
         key along with a request message, and the service provider
         encrypts the reply message with the requester’s public ��
         Key, signs it with its own private key.  The service provider 
         sends the reply message back together with its public key. 
         The scheme are not necessarily applicable in, for example,
         wireless sensor networks and mobile ad hoc networks.
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What Are Reputation System Vulnerabilities?
      Local storage and process vulnerability
         Denial of Service or storage tampered with – mitigated
         by encryption, integrity, authenticity, and redundancy
         In a distributed system data is spread around and
         duplicated.  To mitigate attack a majority vote is taken
         Redundancy is essential – an attacker may delete all
         Information at a local node.
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What Are Reputation System Vulnerabilities?
      Identity vulnerability
         Nodes of a reputation system can enter and leave the 
         system freely.  Thus it may be a challenge to control
         reputation of a node.
         A Sybil Attack: a node operates multiple identities actively 
         at the same time to undermine the authority/power in 
         reputation systems.  The main aim is to gain the majority 
         of influence in the network to carry out illegal actions in the
         system with respect to the rules set in the network.
         A single entity (a computer) has the capability to create 
         and operate multiple identities. To outside observers, 
         these multiple fake identities appear to be real and unique. 
         Examples: Russian interference in US elections via
         Facebook – although Facebook itself was not attacked.
         Single disreputable node may leave network and rejoin
         with boosted credibility 
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What Are Reputation System Vulnerabilities?
      Lack of context vulnerability
         If there is inadequate consideration of the context in which
         reputation information is decided then then misleading
         information can be disseminated.
         Example: seller is completely honest on small sales – gets 
         high ratings from lots of transactions – but is dishonest
         on large sales.  An overall rating that mixes context may
         result in a misleading good rating.
         Some reputation systems based on sales will factor in
         information based on the value of items sold
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What Are Reputation System Vulnerabilities?
      Fabrication of reputation vulnerability
         Defamation -
             Slander of honest nodes
         Whitewashing -
             Boosting of reputation of dishonest nodes
         Collusion - 
             Multiple nodes cooperate to cause the above
             or perform some action that would not have happened
             naturally – e.g. GameStop
         Moles -
             Are honest in their own transactions but provide
             dishonest ratings when it benefits them

         Mitigation: reputation system bases reputation on
         numerous factors especially how well the calculated
         rating correlates with expectations set by other info.
         “Consider the source”             
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What Are Reputation System Vulnerabilities?
      Reputation Incongruity vulnerability
         Reputation systems are built on the assumption that a 
         history of past behavior can be used to predict future
         Behavior.  But behavior may suddenly change.
         An oscillating node behaves honestly for a while to attain 
         a good reputation, then cheats for profit until its reputation 
         is lost, then repeats this process.
         A node can provide good service to specific nodes and 
         bad service to the rest, or vice versa.
         Attacker may exploit the delay in a reputation change

         Mitigation: good reputation should be slowed gained
         and quickly lost
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Attacks
      Competitor floods site with false, bad reviews

      Competitor knows the algorithm that computes
      a reputation and crafts reviews to lower the reputation
      of the competitor

      Competitor floods site with false, great reviews to 
      promote itself or crafts reviews to improve its reputation

      Attacker reports false information to lower reputation of victim

      Denial of Service: to prevent dissemination of reputation info
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Attacks
      Competitor floods site with false, bad reviews

      Competitor knows the algorithm that computes
      a reputation and crafts reviews to lower the reputation
      of the competitor

      Competitor floods site with false, great reviews to 
      promote itself or crafts reviews to improve its reputation

      Attacker reports false information to lower reputation of victim

      Denial of Service: to prevent dissemination of reputation info

What to do?
      Fight back!

      Blacklist the bad guys, if you know them

      Harden against DoS!
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Compliance
   Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
      Set of obligations mandated by card networks to help protect 
      consumers' personal information

      PCI requirements pertain to how the data is stored, 
      accessed, and handled by a business

      Certification must be done periodically

      PCI-DSS is narrowly focused on keeping stored data from 
      being hacked or compromised

      Complying with PCI-DSS does not prevent identity 
      thieves from using data already compromised from 
      another source

      PCI-DSS does not protect the merchant from accepting 
      potentially fraudulent transactions at checkout
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Compliance
   Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
      Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect 
      cardholder data

      Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords 
      and other security parameters

      Protect stored cardholder data – use encryption and do
      not store data unless absolutely necessary

      Encrypt transmission of cardholder data over public networks

      Use and regularly update anti-virus software

      Develop and maintain (patch) secure systems and apps

      Restrict access to cardholder data by business need-to-know

      Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access

      Restrict physical access to cardholder data
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Compliance
   Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
      Track and monitor all access to network resources and 
      cardholder data

      Regularly test security systems and processes

      Maintain a policy that addresses information security

      Storage not permitted for PIN, card verification code,
      contents of magnetic stripe
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Online Transaction Challenges
   Card Not Present orders
      CNP merchants are responsible for confirming shoppers' 
      identities and dealing with disputes associated with  
      unauthorized  purchases

      Merchants lose 10x more than banks and 20x more than
      consumers each year – Lexis-Nexis Risk Solutions

      Chargebacks occur when a customer disputes a claim
         customer says product was not received – what happened?

      If  chargebacks exceed 1% in a particular month a merchant 
      goes on probation  

      If losses are not reduced within 90 days, the merchant may 
      lose its ability to accept credit card payments altogether
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Tools
   Automated Transactional Risk Scoring
      Specific logic and settings can help to distinguish normal 
      purchase behavior from risky transactions

      Fraud  risk  is  calculated  based  on  multiple  data  factors 
      and  assigned  a  numerical  score  for  each transaction
             Geolocation taken from the IP address
             Anonymous IP address
             AVS result code – Address Verification System by Mastercard
             Time of day the order is placed
             Type of merchandise
             Shipment method
             Sale’s amount
             Evidence of previous fraud on this card account
             Number of computers placing orders with this card account
             Different shipping and billing addresses
             Mismatch between time zone and geolocation
             Length of time as a customer
             ZIP codes
     The score determines transaction “next  steps” according 
     to merchant's preferred operating policy & procedures
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Tools
   Automated Transactional Risk Scoring
      Sample policy considerations:

          Requests for overnight delivery of high-quantity items 
          may require review, while overnight delivery of a small 
          camera is considered completely normal 

          Items that are considered commodities may have less 
          rigid rules than luxury items, such as electronics and 
          jewelry, which are more likely to appeal to fraudsters.

          An  airline  could  set  up  stricter  fraud  policies  for  
          holiday  flights  or  international  destinations 

          Rush overnight orders on particular items may force
          manual review of the order
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Tools
   Automated Transactional Risk Scoring
      Scoring plus dynamic transaction management should 
      make the following possible from the fraud solution provider:

         Determine what levels of risk are acceptable for various  
         products,  order  profiles,  shopping behaviors, and other 
         combinations of factors

        Adjust rules and logic as needed, based on evolving fraud 
        patterns

        Easily categorize all orders, ideally including a resolution 
        procedure that flows “in-line” with the payment process

        Instantly accept or reject most orders based on rules
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Detection and Prevention
   Email
      Purchase request is made by email
      Detection
         Email address doesn't resemble the name of the purchaser
            A street address can be checked to match a name
            If name does not match, transaction is suspicious
         Several in a row is more suspicious
         $3000 for gas in a month is suspicious
         Too many CC declines in a short period
         Require signature on delivery
      Prevention
         Warn that paypal accounts are verified before handling
         Do not automate handling of orders – humans see patterns
            maybe suddenly more men are ordering than women
               whereas more women usually order
            maybe suddenly many orders for a particular product
               are made
         Block IP address involved in previous fraudulent activity

Fraud in eCommerce
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